The torsional barriers and nonlinear optical properties for all phenylpyridine molecules were calculated by using Hartree-Fock (HF) theory and Becke three-parameter functional (B3LYP) hybrid approaches within the density functional theory framework with the 6-31-H-G(d, p) basis set, and via the GAUSSIAN 98W. The torsional barrier computations show that dihedral angle between the two rings increases with the number of H-H vicinal interactions and torsional barriers with dihedral angles for 3-, 4-phenylpyridines are too similar for both HF and B3LYP level calculations. Also, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps, polarizabilities, anisotropy of polarizabilities, and static hyperpolarizabilities are calculated as a function of dihedral angle between benzene and pyridine rings. The study reveals that the phenylpyridines show very low nonlinear optical properties. The calculated torsional barrier, equilibrium dihedral angle and molecular dipole moment results for these molecules were compared with available experimental and other results determining from different computational methods. : 31.15.Ar, 33.15.Hp, 33.15.Kr 
Introduction
Phenylazines have been the subject of many experimental [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and semi-empiri cal quantum-mechanical [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] investigations in view of the considerable interest of organic bases in several fields of physical and chemical technology (for example homogenous catalysis or liquid crystal and dye laser technology) [11] [12] [13] . Phenylpyridines are important intermediates in synthesis of drugs, agrochemicals, herbicides, insecticides, desiccants, surfactant agents and anti-inflammatory agents [14] . 2-phenylpyridine and its derivatives are widely used as ligands in the preparation of coordination complexes [14] . Our aim is, firstly, to perform ab initio computations for the most significant phenylpyridines and to analyze, on these grounds, the interplay of conjugative, steric and electrostatic interactions in determining torsional barriers of these molecules. Up to now many calculations on the torsional behaviour of phenylpyridines have been made with different methods; however, we have not seen density functional calculations for 3-, 4-phenylpyridines in the literature. Previous experimental and theoretical studies have been mainly concerned with determination of rotational conformation of the phenyl and pyridine rings around the inter-ring bond, represented by the dihedral angle 1-6-R6-R1 (see In the gas phase, without any intermolecular interaction, the torsional angle and barriers to internal rotation depend on the balance of two interactions: (i) the ~r-electronic conjugation in favor of a coplanar conformation, in which the ~-electrons are delocalized between the phenyl and pyridine fragments; and (ii) the steric repulsion of the other hydrogens (with respect to the inter-ring bond) in favor of a non-planar structure, in which the steric hindrance is minimized. The equilibrium geometry of the molecule results from a balance between these two effects, the relative contributions of which are measured by the value of dihedral angle (1-6-R6-R1).
At second step of our study, we calculate nonlinear optical (NLO) properties these molecules using Hartree-Fock theory and Becke three-parameter functional (B3LYP) hybrid approaches within the density functional theory (DFT) framework with the 6-31++G(d, p) basis set. Although the torsional behaviour and electronic properties of phenylpyridines has been experimental and theoretically characterized [5, 7, [9] [10] [11] 15] , no report has been published so far about the NLO properties of these molecules.
Organic NLO materials have attracted a keen interest in recent years owing to their potential applications in various photonic technologies [16] [17] [18] [19] . Significant efforts have focused on studying the electronic and structural properties of donor-acceptor substituted ~-conjugated organic molecules with large molecular nonlinear optical response (~, first-order hyperpolarizability) [20] . Polarizability of organic materials is generally due to the contribution from the components of system (atoms, molecules) because of the weak intermolecular bonding (Van der Waals, dipole-dipole interactions, hydrogen bonds). Nonlinear optical properties of molecular systems depend on the polarizability of electrons in the ~ bonding orbitals.
